SYMPOSIUM FOR NURSES

Monday 30 May 2016, 08:30|18:30
Organisers: Gaetano Rocco, MD (Naples/IT)
Nicola Martucci, MD (Naples/IT)
Jayne Bryce, RN (Naples/IT)

A full day of specialized and research-based nursing in an international perspective

TOPICS

- Continuity of care of cancer patients
- The role of physical rehabilitation in Thoracic Surgery
- Nursing for octogenarians - the need for a comprehensive geriatric assessment
- Nursing and the implementation of a smoking cessation policy
- New interpretation of nursing in the outpatient clinic: from chest drain management to wound care and beyond
- User-friendliness and ergonomy of surgical devices in the OR and management of intraoperative emergencies
- The role of nurses’ assessment pre-dismissal: when to send patients home?
- EMR- electronic medical records: paperless, finally
- The role of research nurse in clinical trials
- Two sessions of oral abstract presentations
- One session of moderated posters

PROGRAM

Introduction
Patient-centered continuity of care: the example of the Macmillan nurses
Pre- and postoperative rehabilitation
The role of nurses in the structuring and implementation of an effective smoking cessation policy
The changing role of nurse in the outpatient clinic: the example of the NHS
Discussion
Coffee break
ABSTRACT PRESENTATION (inclusive of discussion)
The importance of user-friendliness of medical devices in the operative room
Management of intraoperative emergencies
Interpretation of the air leak phenomenon
Assessment and postoperative issues with resected octogenarians in Naples
Discussion
Lunch Break
ABSTRACT PRESENTATION (inclusive of discussion)
Coffee break
Dismissing date: the importance of nurses’ evaluation
The implementation of electronic medical records: the nurses’ point of view
The role of research nurse in clinical trials
How to become a database manager
The United Kingdom Thoracic Surgery Nursing Group Guidelines
Discussion
ABSTRACT PRESENTATION (inclusive of discussion)
Closing remarks

Tuesday 31 May 2016, 10:00|11:00
Tour of Thoracic Surgical ward and OR’s Istituto Nazionale Tumori, Fondazione Pascale IRCCS